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Scope of Work/Consideration (You may attach separate sheet): 

This project is for the City of Lacey and is called Sister Standpipe.  It is called 
Sister Standpipe because this is a new standpipe to match an existing standpipe 
or water reservoir.  This new water reservoir is a 2 million gallon round steel 
tank and is 63' wide and 92' tall.  It has a spiral staircase around the perimeter 
and serves as the electrical raceway support as well as access to the roof and 
tank access hatch.

To electrically support this new reservoir there is a new remote I/O control 
panel that interfaces with the main pump station.  This is panel is located at the 
base of the new tank, tucked underneath the lowest section of reservoir stairs.  
This panel allow the field devices to terminate at this location.  The added field 
devices are either exposed up the reservoir or underground to multiple 
mechanical vaults.  These vaults house electrically controlled valves, pressure 
transmitters, flow meters, flood switches, and security switches which all were 
added to support the new reservoir.  All cabinets are Nema 4x and the 
raceways are a combination of PVC, PVC coated rigid steel, and rigid steel.  The 
specifications allowed rigid steel in the locations where the conduits will be 
painted along with the reservoir.

What made this project special for us is the conduit installation around the 
reservoir at this especially high elevation (100') as well and the controls and 
instrumentation required for automation and control.
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NECA 2021 Project Excellence Award Submission 

Project Name:  WCCW Bldg A Electrical System Repairs 

Work Performed by: Danard Electric Inc. (EC) / Burton Construction (GC) 

Theme: Showcasing innovation and teamwork on a very challenging project with our Small Works & 

Prefab Teams, and PM Assistant 

Project Type: Institutional, under $1M 

Project Manager: Haley Masbruch 

 

Project Overview 

Washington Corrections Center for Women (WCCW) is located in Gig Harbor on a 32 – acre 

campus.  Opened in 1971, it has capacity to house over 700 female inmates with minimum, medium, 

and close custody requirements.  Due to the age of many buildings on the campus, and occasional lapses 

in consistent maintenance, the electrical system needs frequent repairs to maintain continuity of power 

for operations, and ensure safety for the staff electricians. 

Note: Because of the sensitive nature of this facility, very few photographs could be taken and/or 

shared with those outside of the project team. 

In March of 2021, Danard was awarded a project to replace a large switchboard, a transformer, 

and two underground feeders in Building A.  The feeders had begun to take on water, leading to rusted 

conduits, gutters, panelboard, and transformer enclosure in the downstairs electrical room in Building A.  

Building A is special because it is where 

all of the wiring for security and surveillance 

terminates, and it houses the central hub & 

master controls for all of the access control for 

the facility.  The equipment that needed to be 

replaced was on the same branch of the 

electrical system that served the above-

mentioned equipment, so we knew right away 

that creativity and use of all of our assets would 

be needed to make this project successful.  The 

other challenge with working on Building A is that it is the main gateway for anyone entering or leaving 

the campus, houses offices for important programs such as substance abuse treatment, and is the 

location where visits with loved ones who are incarcerated takes place.  It is the most highly controlled 

and sensitive building on the campus. 

Planning, Design and Temp Power 

Pre-Planning for the project began even before the project was officially awarded.  In total, it 

took about three months of weekly meetings with WCCW & Dept of Corrections, plus lots of in-house 

Figure 1 - Project team conducting site visit to Bldg A.  Equipment 
to be replaced is directly behind Haley. 



work at Danard, to fully coordinate, plan, and kit the equipment and wiring we needed to make the job 

successful.    

We knew Building A would be a challenge to work in because of the strict coordination needed 

for every movement of our staff, but with the added challenge of working with COVID -19 precautions in 

place, we decided the best option would be to talk to Barry Assurer, our Pre-Fabrication Manager, and 

Kevin Altena, our Designer to find a way to place critical electrical equipment on temporary power with 

minimal downtime for the facility and also less time on the actual jobsite.   Less time on site meant that 

the owner did not have to devote as much staff to managing our presence, and we avoided lengthy 

interruptions to our activities due to required COVID testing and check-in procedures. 

After discussing the design & facility constraints with Barry & Kevin, as well as coordinating with 

the owner’s engineer, we were able to come up with a plan to palletize temporary power distribution 

centers for the downstream branch panels, quickly set them up on site with minimal impact to the 

facility, and then switch the branch panels over to temporary power with less than 90 minutes of 

downtime.    The facility leadership was very appreciative of this, and it helped us keep our crew 

productive and out of the restrictive facility as much as possible. 

Construction Phase 

The construction phase of 

this project consisted of removing 

the old & damaged electrical 

equipment in a basement and 

replacing it with new, plus replacing 

two underground feeders.  

  The basement electrical room 

has very difficult access near the 

main walkway to Building A (see 

Fig. 2).  Because of security 

concerns,  we were unable to stage 

a permanent means to load and unload equipment to this area.  To solve this problem, we coordinated 

access for a reach forklift to be staged in a non-secure area on site and have it brought in through the 

gate system as needed.  We used the forklift plus chain hoists to carefully lift and lower equipment 

down through the grate shown in the picture.    

Once our equipment was loaded and installed, it was 

time to re-work & seal the conduit system in the basement 

and pull new wire. The conduit re-work consisted of two runs 

of 3” EMT routed through a tight basement, then about 150-

200’ of underground Rigid conduit out to the branch panels.     

Before we could complete the conduit work, we proofed the 

conduits to make sure they were still useable, especially 

because the existing conductors were extremely difficult to 

remove.   

Figure 2 Access to Basement Electrical Room is behind Haley - a grate in the 
ground, under a low cement overhang, next to an office window. 

Figure 3:  3" EMT ran above the old armory. 



We found that the existing conduits were not useable by trying 

to fish a mandrel though, and then confirmed by means of video 

camera inspection.  Water damage had gone too far!  At this point, we 

received direction from the engineer & owner to dig up the turf in 

front of the building and install a vault in the conduit run to relieve the 

issue of water intrusion and conduit degradation.  This, too was a 

challenge due to the very unfavorable soil conditions, unstable 

material lead times, and location of work being right next to the 

entrance of the building! 

By this time, we were nearing the end of the project and time 

was becoming an issue.  Our PM Assistant Becky Perry was able to 

arrange a highly coordinated effort to dig, set vaults, and backfill all 

within a short amount of time to meet the facility’s schedule.  This 

involved finding and contacting subcontractors, arranging background 

checks for the subs, scheduling them with the PM, and too many other 

things to account for.  She was instrumental in the success of this 

project.  Kenny Doyle, another Project Manager here at Danard, also 

played a role in the project by providing supervision for the team while 

I was on a vacation that had been planned months in advance! 

Conclusion 

Despite many, many challenges, we were able to complete the project on time for this 

customer, and within budget!  Additionally, our work in Building A did not cause any unplanned 

operational downtime in the facility.  The staff at WCCW can now be assured that the most sensitive 

portion of their electrical system will have operational continuity for a long time to come.  

This project demonstrated that even the most complicated situations can be overcome with 

teamwork and innovation!  As the project manager overseeing this work, it made me extremely proud 

of my team to complete an important project for this client and show them that we can handle any 

situation with confidence. 

Figure 4: Stakes mark approx 
locations of  issues in U/G RMC Run. 







  11012 Canyon Rd., Suite 8-387, Puyallup, WA 98373 P: 253.845.6745 

                                                                                                                                                                F: 253.845.5403 

 
 

JM Corp & Son, Inc. | 11012 Canyon Rd. E. | Ste. 8-387 | Puyallup, WA 98373 | PH: 253-845-6745 
 

Project:  Orenda @ Othello                                                                Completed; October 15th, 2021                

Address:  3939 S Othello Street 
  Seattle, WA 98118 
 
Contractor:  ABSHER Construction 

Electrical:  JM Corp & Son Inc. 

 

JM Corp was selected by Absher to give budget numbers and design build electrical concept for a 230,000-

SF Mixed-use structure located in the heart of southeast Seattle. The project is in the center of years of 

planning for a renewed region of affordable housing and development. Planning for this project started 

around ten years ago and is the focal/central point and crown jewel in this area. JM Corp has been working 

in the Rainier Valley of South Seattle since 1998 and has watched this area transform to a much safer and 

better place to live/dwell, compared to the way it was for decades.  

Level one is an underground parking area, two levels of mixed-use over five levels of wood framed 

residential area consisting of 176 affordable housing units. This project was unique because it was built in 

coordination with Children’s Hospital as the major tenant to provide health care to lower income 

individuals that live in the south side of Seattle.  

(E.C. Electric did the work in the TI space with installing some light bulbs, switches, and outlets, half of 

them upside down! that’s OK, but we did all the difficult parts and all the thinking!       

This was a prevailing wage Commercial/Residential Davis Bacon act project. As you know, JM Corp was 

the Contractor that helped to restart the IBEW residential program in cooperation with both locals 46 & 

76 and the electrical review board of Washington by changing the WAC rule in the state. This rule allowed 

residential wiremen to work up to seven floors to do these types of buildings. (Previous WAC rule limited 

residential wiremen to three floors.) Buildings like these were normally done by non-union contractors 

because of the significant wage differences. By changing this rule and the increased residential wage rate 

in our region, made union companies more competitive in these residential markets.  

Our team was instrumental in all aspects of this project, with not just the design build format, but with 

the structural coordination’s and all other changes. We worked closely with the owner and GC to maintain 

our performance and keep it moving forward with a very tight completion schedule. We did not get 

permanent power until three weeks before inspections were to begin. JM Corp pre-checked all areas of 

the facility to gain time at the end of the job and had ZERO corrections out of 176 units.  

That’s what we do! “The Electrician Magicians”  

Thanks, Jim Corp    
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This was a ground up project that covered several aspects of the commercial industry in

which we perform. This project consisted of a full level parking garage, multiple elevators, 

conference/office spaces, retail spaces, full commercial kitchen, restaurant, bar, and lounge.

It also included four levels consisting of 194 guest rooms, a large fitness center, spa areas, 

plus a rooftop pool. 

The building is fed by a 3000 amp 277/480v system with a 325kVA natural gas generator for

backup emergency power. The lighting is controlled by an extensive Lutron Quantum lighting 

control system that runs throughout all levels of the building. There are many low voltage 

systems that we coordinated throughout the build which included, data/communications, 

fire alarm, CCTV, audio/visual, intercom, a distributed antenna system (DAS), and a card access 

system that was integrated with the room key access system.



PICTURES : https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vqgj2kyj05j8o2k/AADKfhVcWiVEoWzca_W_mWF8a?dl=0
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University of Washington Tacoma Electrical Machine Labs 

Thompson Electrical Constructors would like to present for your consideration for The 

Project Excellence Award, UW Electrical Machine labs in Tacoma, WA.  

This project was an opportunity for Thompson Electrical Constructors to be part of not 

only creating an environment for advanced learning but also designing a space for 

development and testing of scientific theories.  

The project is in the historic Union Depot District of Tacoma on the Birmingham Block of 

the University of Washington Campus. The building is a blend of historic and modern 

design concepts. This block was named after the original owners from 1893, William 

Birmingham & Company, a wholesale hay, grain, and feed business that originally 

occupied the building. The original old growth fir columns remain and are prominently 

featured throughout the building. The University of Washington has maintained this 

name of the Birmingham Block to describe this area of the campus to keep with the 

history of the area. 



This was a design build project, so the Thompson Electrical Constructors team had a 

unified flow of work from initial concept through completion. The design team’s goal and 

priority were to maintain and preserve the building’s historical character while 

modernizing and updating the spaces to create the ideal learning and educational 

environment. The electrical design was carried out over a 12-month period where it 

evolved and adapted to meet the needs of the lab spaces for the University of 

Washington.   

The latest and most innovative lighting and lighting controls were used.  This custom 

tailored designed was installed throughout the buildings. The Thompson Electrical team 

also designed the Drop-Cord receptacle layout for the classrooms to ensure that all the 

technology can be utilized in the areas needed. Each of the classrooms were designed 

for a very specific purpose so they all came with a unique design challenge.   

The University of Washington project electrical portion was done over a 10-month 

period with a total of 14 apprentices and electricians. The project spanned three 

buildings including the Birmingham Block, Tioga Library and the Snoqualmie Library 

that resides in the historic 1902 Snoqualmie Falls Power Station Building.   

Thompson Electrical Constructors team installed the mechanical power, lighting, and 

power for all three areas. They installed an 800-amp distribution panel, updated fire 

alarm system, installed two 112.5 KVA transformers that fed 8 branch panels and the 

mechanical power. All the conduits were hand bent; no MC was used throughout the 

project. This craftsmanship and attention to detail show the skills of our union trades 

people.  

One of the unique challenges of the University of Washington machine labs was that the 

original three-foot-thick brick walls remained between the classrooms. The team had to 

core all conduit through a narrow area in the brick and it had to be sleeved and fire 

protected.                    

 ME labs in the academic block Includes: 

• Materials Testing Lab 

• Fluid Mechanics Lab 

• Mechatronics Lab 

• Senior Design Lab 



 

 

 



Thompson Electrical Constructors is proud and honored to be able to create and design 

a space for advanced learning in scientific and engineering areas. The Thompson 

Electrical Constructors team focused on quality workmanship with skilled electricians 

and apprentices to complete a project that enriches our community and the education of 

future students. 
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Ice Cream Social - Proctor 

Thompson Electrical Constructors would like to present for your consideration for The 

Project Excellence Award, Ice Cream Social – Proctor location.  

 

How do you improve upon the upscale neighborhood of the Proctor District with the new 

condominiums popping up, the allure of the Metropolitan Market and the small boutique 

shops? The answer is simple. It is a calling to your childhood…it is ice cream. 

Layla Isaac had the vision to start the Ice Cream Social in 2014. The Ice Cream Social 

filled a need for quality ice cream made by hand with local ingredients served in a fun 

atmosphere in the Tacoma area. Over the years Layla has worked hard along with her 

family to build her small business into a very popular destination.  



The Ice Cream Social is a perfect fit in Proctor where Thompson Electrical Constructors 

helped expand this growing business to their new third location. This new location is in 

an old building which was once home to Culpepper Books.  

Thompson Electrical Constructors was awarded the job, but the task wasn’t an easy 

one. Layla was determined to continue to build and open this additional location, acting 

as the general contractor on the project. Layla was willing to learn how to manage and 

carry out a project of this size with guidance from the Thompson Electrical Constructors 

Team. Layla had a pre-construction meeting to get all the trades involved organized and 

on a schedule. This meeting helped set the project up for success and develop the 

teamwork needed to complete the project. 

Layla used local trade companies as well as furniture builders, interior designers and 

artists to bring together her project and vision for this Ice Cream Social Location. This 

commitment to the local community, businesses and food is really what has helped the 

Ice Cream Social to have a loyal following.  

Thompson Electrical Constructors first concern was expanding the ancient 60-amp 

service to a 200-amp 42 space panel all the while making 

sure not to disrupt the tenants above. As the old building 

space was demoed and opened more issues arose for the 

project and timeline. The Ice Cream Social uses specialty 

freezers and equipment that Thompson Electrical 

Constructors installed the electrical for, but because of the 

current supply chain issues the actual install of the 

equipment was delayed for months. This meant the original 

project completion date continuously moved farther out.  

Once the freezer equipment arrived our electrical team 

worked with the owner to understand the placement of all 

equipment items. Each piece of equipment required the 

Thompson Electrical team to design the circuitry layout and 

subsequently the conduit pathways. Metal Clad cable 

completed the installation through the wall sections, both 

new and existing.  

The lighting is very critical in any tenant improvement. In this 

project, the interior decorator provided his vision that the 

electrical team carried out flawlessly. Some simple 

suggestions from Thompson Electrical Constructors team 

improved the flow of the lighting as created and improved 

the emergency egress flow as well as light harvesting zones 

for energy management. Occupancy sensors and LED 

lighting is predominant on this job with one section of neon 

to add that touch of panache and fun. Both new and vintage 



light fixtures were used in this project, creating an interesting visual experience for 

customers.  

An old building being repurposed presents many challenges and our team of 

electricians had to rely on years of experience to bring this job to the finish line 

successfully. Cooperation among all the trades is the first exhibition of professionalism 

and this job was no exception. Teamwork always prevails.  

This new Ice Cream Social location adds a new fun and delicious new destination to the 

Proctor District of Tacoma. Bringing an old building structure up to current electrical and 

building codes was a fun and exciting transformation to watch both for the owner and for 

the team working on the project. Thompson Electrical Constructors is proud to be able 

to work with the Ice Cream Social to complete this project and help a local business 

grow.  
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McNeil Island Machine Shop   

 

Thompson Electrical Constructors would like to present for your consideration for 

the NECA Project Excellence Award, McNeil Island Machine Shop 

 

“It’s like going back in time.” I was told by the project manager. It was not till I saw the 

project for myself that I understood the truthfulness of that statement. The McNeil Island 

Machine shop is not only a part of history but is also essential to maintaining current 

transportation to McNeil Island which is only accessible by ferry. Thompson Electrical 

Constructors took on this unique challenge of bringing the Machine Shop on McNeil 

Island up to current electrical code thus making it functional for ferry maintenance and 

repair while preserving the history of the building. 

 

 



 

 

McNeil island was first settled on by a homesteader in 1853 and remained public until 

1870 when the federal government purchased 27 acres to build a federal prison. The 

population grew and so did the need for infrastructure. By 1940 the government had 

purchased all 4,445 acres of the island and it had become a nearly self-sufficient facility, 

producing its own fruit, vegetables, beef and pork.  

All this infrastructure, along with the fact that it is an island, produced the need for them 

to manufacture a lot of their own parts for various pieces of equipment and to repair 

them.  

In the 1920’s a machine shop was built to support these needs, which included the 

islands own ferry service and boats. It 

housed many machines ranging from drill 

presses to lathes and milling equipment 

obtained from the US Navy. It also housed, 

and still does, the oldest working overhead 

crane in the state of Washington, which still 

passes inspection each year.  

In 2011 the prison on McNeil Island closed, and the island was leased to Washington 

state. It was the oldest prison in Washington and is the last island-based prison in the 

US.  Currently there is a Special Commitment Center on the island and the staff to go 

along with those needs, which means the ferry service is still running 24 hours a day 

with 3 boats, a tugboat and barge to maintain. To keep the unfractured operational on 

the island the McNeil Island Machine Shop had to be upgraded. 

The machine shop was in dire need of 

electrical updating. When the Thompson 

Electrical team arrived, we found the 

shop only had a handful of working lights 

and about 10 working receptacles in an 

8,400-sf shop.  One of the biggest 

challenges of this project was logistics of 

transport of materials, supplies and 

employees.  

Thompson Electrical Constructors team 

had to plan this project well since they were not going to just be able to run to a supply 

house if they needed additional materials. The team decided to use a box van as rolling 

material storage container. We loaded everything we thought we would need into the 

box van, loaded it onto a barge and it was taken out to the island.  



From there the electrical team would take the foot ferry each day to get to the job site 

and back. The electrical team only ended up needing two small material deliveries, 

including our panel, but overall were able to plan well enough to never be stuck .  

 

 

Retaining the nostalgia of the building was very important and we were able to make 

our installation fit with the existing structure, but also add to it and blend in as much as 

possible. We worked closely with the staff to make sure it was going to suit their needs 

as best as possible and be a very usable upgrade.  

At the end of the project, the island staff were very pleased and excited to be able to 

complete their work in a well-lit and functional facility again, like it had been for so many 

years before. The improvements will allow the infrastructure of the island to continue to 

be operational. The Thompson Electrical Team is proud to be a part of the history of a 

place we’ve all seen but not many had visited, and to overcome the many logistical 

challenges and complete a project that we will never forget.  
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